Title of Programme
FHS in Mathematics and Philosophy

Brief note about nature of change: redefinition of ‘units in Mathematics’, in line with FHS Mathematics Regulations.

Effective date
With effect from 1 October 2013.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2012

Detail of change
p.335, l.14-15

delete

“In Part C each candidate shall offer a total of three units chosen in any combination from the lists of Mathematics and for Philosophy"

and replace by

"In Part C each candidate shall offer one of the following:

(i) Six units in Mathematics;
(ii) Four units in Mathematics and one unit in Philosophy;
(iii) Two units in Mathematics and two units in Philosophy;
(iv) Three units in Philosophy;"
from the lists for Mathematics and for Philosophy."

**Explanatory Notes**

This change is necessary to rectify an unintended error which has been caused in the Mathematics & Philosophy Regulations due to the re-definition of ‘unit’ within the regulations for Mathematics and other associated joint schools.